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Makita 18v circular saw guide



: Allows the use of Makita XSH03 6-1/2 Wireless Brushless Circular Saw with Guide Rails: Precision Design for Precise Cutting: Quick and Easy to Install for User Comfort: For use with Makita Guide Rails, as well as select competitive rails : Image guide adapter not available forColour: Makita's latest wireless circular
signal feels like a collision between the traditional side wind saw and a track saw. Specifically, mix makita's XSH06 circular saw and Makita Wireless Track Saw (XPS01). Why, you're asking? Possibly to create a really useful remodeling saw that can deal with a lot of tasks that previously require a table saw or a lot of
clamping. For the rest of you who simply wanted a sidewinder that intentionally works with a track, the Makita XSH08 18V X2 Circular Brush scratches that sting as well. Using the Makita Circular Saw with Track on the Field We had a recent condo remodeling that all but gutted the interior of this two bedroom house with
a loft. When I was delivered the Makita XSH08 circular saw for testing, I shrued on the accompanying 39-inch short track. I later learned that, while picking up a 55-way guide train, it might be good, I didn't really need it. The 39-inch track worked perfectly for our renovation. Cutting door slits and kick platesOur customer
wanted solid doors to replace their older hollow cores. To accommodate this, we had to cut 10 new door s handles to fit the existing framing. As you can guess, the largest door was 32 inches wide, within the range of our 39-inch track. The saw did a quick job of the doors, allowing us to cut them quickly and accurately,
and with very little tear. We started this project using the included Makita 24T blade and exchanged back and forth with another 40T model for more delicate work. The track saw also had some uses cutting decorative kick plates for the stairs. We used 1/4 inch pre-finished panels for that and needed perfect cuts. You
only have one chance for it to fit in there. Previously we used a table saw. As you can imagine, the XSH08 18V X2 brushless circular saw and Makita guide rail simplified the job. Since our kick plates measured about 36 inches, the track worked perfectly. An additional benefit of the track became known at the same time.
It gives you the ability to make non-square cuts. It's a hard cut in a table saw with a fence! With Makita's XSH08 circular saw and 39-inch track, I was able to measure the side of each tread and cut a precise kick plate, even when the height varied one end to the other. Makita makes Great Saw Blades great as Makita
saw blades seem to be, I'm always disappointed that they are hard to find. We wanted to try the included blade once again by trimming a hardwood cabinet door. This decorative piece needed to fit precisely against the wall where a step of the kitchen emerged. Since the measurements showed a 1/4 inch difference
between the top and bottom, we once again grabbed Makita's circular saw and the 39-inch guide the other piece, we made the cut to avoid any tears. Looking at the edge, you'd think we used a 40-tooth blade! Handling and General UseA measure of a circular saw, the Makita XSH08 has a very solid feel. I prefer the
molten metal shoe a lot over stamped steel. It has a very rigid feel, providing a pleasant wide surface to plant its cut. The presence of onboard tool storage also distinguishes it. We change the blades enough to be sore when the tool does not store the key. It's remarkable how many companies miss this. The weight of
this Makita wireless circular saw feels balanced. It doesn't feel like it weighs more than a typical cable saw. The batteries are out of the way, and the design seems very well thought out. If the goal was to make this feel like a conventional saw, mission accomplished. You definitely get a solid feel in the settings. There are
no stop to bevel, so you really have to check that to be sure of your angle. The leaf depth has a built-in scale, but it's actually hard to see the small red mark. Something with more contrast might be better, but in practice, I mostly put the depth in my eyes. Inside or outside the guide rail, this Makita 18V X2 wireless
circular saw makes it simple. At the back of the magnesium shoe is a second beveled lock. This creates a super rigid bezel where the blade remains very square when cutting during use. This is a very nice feature. Makita also places the battery level meter right on the tool. This makes all the sense, especially since the
LEDs on the battery are mostly hidden once inserted. No one wants to have to stop in the middle of a cut to change a battery. Using the track and rails We first open the grip strips at the bottom of the guide rail before making our first cut. The bottom rails foam and rubber on the track stick very well. We had the guide rail
in finished and baited material. As long as you keep it clean, it should last a long time. Expect to replace it eventually, however. The 39-inch rail is a $46.95 item, which leads us to consider it a consumable product. Then we rip our first sacrificial cut into the guide rail to trim the plastic edge perfectly to the blade. While the
bottom of the rail sticks firmly, the top of the rail allows the saw to slide smoothly during a cut. Two-blue nylon strips (our guesswork) work well to dramatically reduce motherboard friction as it glides. The thumb switch lock for the track is a good feature that prevents the saw from accidentally exiting. You can also use the
two screws to mark the tension of the track slide. This should help compensate when the saw or track wears out over time. There's also zero wobboleo on the track when you're well connected. The saw sits on the track and glides through gently without fighting it. That means you can align your cuts and not worry about
the tool. Just push, and he'll do his job. If you want a guide rail of different size, or a replacement, Makita makes three sizes. They also have Connector kit to fuse more than one rail together, as well as a template saw adapter:39 Guide Rail (199140-0) – $46.9555 Guide Rail (194368-5) – $74.99118 Guide Rail (Rail
Guide 194367-7) – $299.99The Guide Rail Connector Kit (P-45777) – $27.95Jigsaw Guide Rail Adapter (193517-1)Why make a circular saw track compatible? You may wonder why Makita made a circular saw compatible with your guide rail system? After all, they already have a track saw. As far as we know, the answer
is how you use these tools. Makita's XSH08 circular saw works great for the remodeler who wants to get rid of the table saw completely on the job site. And with this tool, you really can. If necessary, you can even connect the included dust port accessory and create a cleaner workspace. For me, this tool simply presents
a solution to the triad of cuts of less than 40 inches that I have to do every single day when I'm renovating houses and condos. From cabinets to kick plates and doors, there are so many projects for which a track-ready circular saw removes a table saw and gives me a quicker way to do a task. Sheet changes are also
fast. As a result, I can switch from a 24T sheet to a 40T or 60T 7-1/4 sheet in a short flat time. Makita's XSH08 is even more attractive as you can still use your 24T Max Efficiency blades and use them without tracks just like the XSH06 circular saw. Then slide down a track 39 inches or larger when you need more
accuracy. How much is the Makita XSH08 really like the XSH06? There are some changes from XSH06 to XSH08, but not many. Both saws are right-leaf sidewinder styles. Both rotate the blade at 6000 RPM with electronic controls and a quick blade brake. You lose some depth of cut with this tool due to track support.
The XSH08 falls 1/4 inches deep to 2-3/8 to 90o. It loses only 1/8 inches in 45o bezel cuts, making that capacity 1-5/8 in. Although it uses magnesium for the base, blade protector and blade cover, the XSH08 is approximately one pound heavier at 11.3 pounds with both batteries on board. That's because of the wider
and larger shoe design. The bezel capacity drops from 56o to 48o and there is only one stop at 45o. Other than that, the two saws look a lot like each other. Using either (minus the track, of course) should feel more or less the same. So Makita is actually taking a standard sidewinder and making it track compatible
without the need for modifications or third-party systems. Additional FeaturesThe inflation engine accessories make changing the blade more convenientinposition of dust fanMA Systems Even an addition with Makita's X2 circular sawThe tool looks like a great tool for the remodeler instead of the furniture manufacturer. It
is an ideal installation tool for the type of cabinets in the field. Most enclosures will fall below the 39-length limit of this particular platform. However, pick up the largest guide lane of 55, if you think you may need to make complete crossovers on sheet metal items. If you are on the market for a new Makita 7-1/4 circular
saw, it is difficult not to recommend getting this model compatible with guide-rail on the XSH06. The only reason not to be would be to save a little weight and, of course, if you absolutely never planned to use a rail. We like options, though. At $282.99 for the naked tool, Makita's existing owners would do well to pick it up.
Makita XSH08 18V X2 Brushless Circular Saw Specifications Model: Makita XSH08Z/XSH08PTPower Source: 2 x 18V BATTERIES LXTNo Load Speed: 6000 RPMBlade Diameter: 7-1/4 90o Max Cutting Depth: 2-3/845o Maximum cutting depth: 1-11/16Length: 13-3/4Weight: 11.3 lbs with batteriesEllator: 3 yearsPrice:
$339 (kit) (kit)
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